English
Key Text: An traditional tale (Hansel and Gretel) and a newspaper report.
Purpose for writing: Traditional tales and a Newspaper report.
Writing:
Children will learn to focus on writing a traditional tale . They
will also learn the structure for writing a Newspaper report.
Grammar: Children will learn how to punctuate speech in their
writing, they will also explore conjunctions to extend their sentences and prepositions of place and time.
Reading Detectives / Comprehension:
Children will focus on making visualisation’s, connections and
wonderings alongside language exploration and making
deductions from our focus text.

Maths
Topic Name - Where would
I like to visit in Europe?
Class Jamila
Year 3: Summer 2

Computing
Focus:
Purple Mash—Graphing and Microsoft
PowerPoint.

Key Facts:
Multiplication and division facts for 2,5,10 times tables.
Multiplication and division facts for 3,4 and 8 times tables.
Quick fire number bonds to 10 and 20.
Properties of Shape
Children will build on their knowledge of 2d and 3d shapes from Year 2.
To explore angles and compare angels.
To understand horizontal and vertical, parallel and perpendicular.
To recognize and describe 2d and 3d shapes.
Measurement— Mass and Capacity
Children will build upon their knowledge of comparing mass and volume from Year 2.
To measure, compare and add and subtract mass.
To measure, compare and add and subtract volume.
To explore temperature.

(Please see our Calculation Progression document on our website for
Addition and Subtraction strategies.)

Science
Geography

Biology: Human Nutition

Focus: Where would I like to visit in Europe?
Children will build on their knowledge that from exploring the UK and
its Cities and regions.

The children will locate European countries and find their major
cities. They will understand that there are 4 main regions in Europe and be able to talk about the human and physical features
of each region. They will be able to explain the patterns in land
use in each region and begin to explore the climate zone, biomes
and vegetation of Europe. The children will become familiar with
the distribution of natural resources in Europe.

Music
Focus: BBC website - Beethoven - Symphony
Number 5 (1st Movement)

PE
Focus:
Swimming and Real PE

Pupils learn to identify that animals, including humans, need the right types
and amount of nutrition and that as they cannot make their own food, they
get nutrition from what they eat.
They will be able to name the key food groups and nutrients. They will learn
to identify the key constituents of a healthy diet. The pupils will be learn to
consider food choices for a healthy balance and making simple changes to
food selection to improve health.
Working Scientifically:
The children will learn to ask relevant questions and use different types of
scientific enquiries to answer them. They will gather, record, classify and
present data in a variety of ways to help in answering questions. They will
record findings using simple scientific language, drawings, labelled diagrams,
keys, bar charts, and tables. The children will report on findings from enquiries, including oral and written explanations.

DT
Focus: A healthy pasta meal.
The children will be using their knowledge about nutrition from
their Science topic to plan, make and evaluate a healthy pasta
meal.

RE
PSHE

Focus: What are the deeper meaning of festivals?

Heartsmart.
Focus: No way through isn’t true.

French
Focus: On Mange

